OPEN 24 HOURS • 7 DAYS A WEEK

ACTION BOOKSTORE
4613 MT. VERNON
524-5612

LIKE EVERYTHING IN TEXAS
introducing
BONE/HOUSE
"the exciting aroma"

CUSTOM MADE
DECORATED
LEATHER COCK-RINGS
from
$3.95
MADE TO MEASURE AND
CUSTOM FITTED!

DECORATED
WRIST BANDS
from
$10.95
MADE TO ORDER

AND OTHER LEATHER ITEMS
ON REQUEST

OFFERING A WIDE SELECTION OF GAY BOOKS, NEWS
PAPERS, AND MAGAZINES WITH A HOT ACTION MOVIE
ARCADE.

The Southwest's Only Weekly Gay Newspaper
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The January 23-30
OLD PLANTATION BURNS

Saturday night employees of the Old Plantation club, Dallas were just finishing up the days work about 10:30 p.m. The new club was a little less than a week away from its grand opening. Fresh paint and new wall paper were all we still were in the building at 3520 Cedar Springs. Earlier that same day a new 50 ton air conditioner had been placed on the roof and installed. All that really lacked were some bar fixtures for the club. 12:45 am, Sunday, the Dallas Fire department received an alarm at 3520 Cedar Springs. Upon arrival, the firemen began battling the blaze which had become a 4 alarm fire by 2 am. By the time the fire was out, the roof of the building was laying on the floor of the structure. Apparently $75,000 in damage had been done. The Dallas Fire department has said that arson was definitely involved. The fire was started on the roof and quickly spread throughout the structure, which has led the officials to believe professional was involved. The Dallas arson squad had definite leads in the investigation.

The bar scene in Houston has been quite a different scene in the past two years and has several similarities with the Dallas fires. How-ever, the Oak Lawn area of Dallas where the old New Old Plantation was located had five arson fires in the past week.

Scott Hews, general manager of the Plantations, said that the Dallas club will open within the next two weeks at a temporary location until a permanent location can be found and built. They have also promised that the new location into a true super bar and give the Gays in Big D a bar they have never seen before. “They can burn us out, but not keep us down. The Old Plantation will rise,” stated Hews.

DEPOSITORY REMODELING

The Depoitory club, Houston will shut its doors Monday, Jan- uary 24th, and will re-open with a newly remodeled facility on Thurs- day, January 29th. General man-ager Jay Allen stated that the st- ructure has taken quite a beating since opening last year and that the closure for remodeling will enable the Depoitory to clean up the club thoroughly, install a new dance floor, a new fascinating light show, and a new men’s shop. C. J. Harrington, the former Mr. David will be opening his clothing shop, The Grand re-opening January 29th should prove to be quite festive. There will be a $2.00 cover and all bar drinks will be Free to the entire Memorial Day weekend. It will also be Free.

THE LATEST IN ADULT BOOK STORES

GALLERIA

Novelties

Magazines

and Peep Shows

WITH

“DING/HOUSE"

the exciting aroma"

FOR MEN!

3 LOCATIONS IN SAN ANTONIO

1014 S.W. Military 923-9998

6724 San Pedro — 826-9223

THE ONE TO VISIT IF BONDAGE IS YOUR GAME WITH "THE BONDAGE AREA"

Hwy 90 (near Lackland AFB)

OLD PLANTATION FOLLIES

Wednesday, Jan 26th, and Sunday, Feb 1st the Old Plantation Follies will open on the stage at 2030 Kipling. The Texas Torando Tiffany, Miss Gay Texas, Linda, the very talented Eartha Kitt and many other popular Kittie Keye will be on hand to entertain the entire evening. The Follies will mark a new and exciting show. The Old Plantation and promises to be a powerful packed show. Showtime both evenings is 8:15. There will be a $1.00 cover, but all bar drinks will be half price

THE GREAT SIZE PROBLEMS

SOLVED IN 8 WEEKS

Tested in thousands of medical cases

Those who submit a classified response are given all the "protection" they desire. It is our policy to put on their door by a chauffeured ice> the new location into a true super bar and give the Gays in Big D a bar they have never seen before. "They can burn us out, but not keep us down. The Old Plantation will rise," stated Hews.

DEPOSITORY REMODELING

The Depoitory club, Houston will shut its doors Monday, January 24th, and will re-open with a newly remodeled facility on Thursday, January 29th. General manager Jay Allen stated that the structure has taken quite a beating since opening last year and that the closure for remodeling will enable the Depoitory to clean up the club thoroughly, install a new dance floor, a new fascinating light show, and a new men’s shop. C. J. Harrington, the former Mr. David will be opening his clothing shop, The Grand re-opening January 29th should prove to be quite festive. There will be a $2.00 cover and all bar drinks will be Free to the entire Memorial Day weekend. It will also be Free.
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THE ONE TO VISIT IF BONDAGE IS YOUR GAME WITH "THE BONDAGE AREA"

Hwy 90 (near Lackland AFB)

OLD PLANTATION FOLLIES

Wednesday, Jan 26th, and Sunday, Feb 1st the Old Plantation Follies will open on the stage at 2030 Kipling. The Texas Torando Tiffany, Miss Gay Texas, Lana, the very talented Eartha Kitt and many other popular Kittie Keye will be on hand to entertain the entire evening. The Follies will mark a new and exciting show. The Old Plantation and promises to be a powerful packed show. Showtime both evenings is 8:15. There will be a $1.00 cover, but all bar drinks will be half price

THE GREAT SIZE PROBLEMS

SOLVED IN 8 WEEKS

Tested in thousands of medical cases

Those who submit a classified response are given all the "protection" they desire. It is our policy to put
to achieve your ambitions and attain a high place in your local area.

SCORPIO - Oct 24 - Nov 22
In spite of your good fortune this month, you should keep personal and domestic expenses within the limits of the budget. Guard against an extravagant desire.

SAGITTARIUS - Nov 22 Dec 21
Mildly fortunate trends favor creative interests. You might hear some good news in connection with previously submitted work.

CAPRICORN - Dec 22 - Jan 20
Prospects look good in financial matters with problems arising only in the latter part of the week. Look into the monetary possibilities of any proposition that comes up for your consideration.

ARIES - March 21 - April 20
Driving to and from work could be hazardous if you insist on taking chances. You have a good chance to complete a special project, but be prepared to make changes at the last minute.

TAURUS April 21 - May 21
Adopt measures to resist an extravagant tendency that gathers momentum. Keep down overoptimism in financial affairs. Social activities with friends should be particularly enjoyable.

GEMINI - May 22 - June 21
You might as well be re­signed that your partner has the upper hand in the matter and it is up to you to make the necessary adjustments.

CANCER - June 22 - July 23
Stay calm when tempers flare in a conflict concerning business policies. You might as well be resigned that your partner has the upper hand in the matter and it is up to you to make the necessary adjustments.

LEO - July 21 - August 23
You may find that your partners are indifferent about starting a new project. Wait until you have their cooperation before you spend your time on any partnership enterprise.

VIRGO - Aug 24 - Sept 23
Stay calm when tempers flare in a conflict concerning business policies. You might as well be resigned that your partner has the upper hand in the matter and it is up to you to make the necessary adjustments.

LIBRA - Sept 24 - Oct 23
Social life and group activities attain greater prominence. Entertaining important guests in your home will give you a better chance

When in Corpus, the place to BE!

PENNY'S PARADISE
807 N. Chaparral
Corpus Christi, Texas
(512) 882-0046

HOUSTON'S LEATHER BAR
1732 Westheimer
(713) 526-8844

Sunday 6-7:
$1 beer bust

Monday 7-9:
free bingo with gifts, prizes

Tuesday 9:30:
FREE Movie

Animatronics: half price drinks with hats or colors

FREE MOVIE ARCADES
Main Street News
4418 South Main (Next to Delman Theatre) • 528-0969
YES! There's plenty of FREE PARKING behind the store.

11 a.m. til 10 p.m. — Closed Sunday
The relentless terror makes its first strike; Christie (Susan Backlinie) has an encounter with the hidden killer.

GALLERIA
"the adult bookstore"

MAGAZINES - NOVELTIES -
PEEP SHOWS and
BUNK/HOUSE
"THE EXCITING AROMA" for men!

4218 San Bornordo
Laredo

THE OLD PLANTATION

HOUSTON * 2020 Kipling * 522-2353

SUNDAY - $1.00 COVER * 60¢ BAR DRINKS * FOLLIES 9:15 p.m.
MONDAY - 10¢ DRAFT BEER
TUESDAY - CLOSED
WEDNESDAY - $1.00 COVER * 60¢ BAR DRINKS * FOLLIES 9:15 p.m.
THURSDAY - 60¢ BAR DRINKS * 10¢ DRAFT BEER
FRI. & SAT. - $1.00 COVER * AFTER HOURS

DALLAS

The OLD PLANTATION will re-open in the immediate future at a temporary location while the new club is being built. Watch for location announcement!

EL PASO * THE PET SHOP * 800 E. San Antonio * 532-9721
El Paso's only Disco with Liquor!
Every Sunday - Beer Bust * Show * Buffet

JAWS: A Million Dollar Movie Still Making Millions

At a false warning that a shark has been sighted, bathers rush for the Amity Beach shoreline in panic.

WOW...

JAC AROMA®
The Mans Scent
REGULAR $5.50
$2.95 PER BOTTLE

LOCKER ROOM

$1.95 (SALVAGE $3.05)
PER BOTTLE

BELLAIRE NEWS

5807 BELLAIRE BETWEEN HILLCREST AND SANDBURG ROADS. PHONE 661-8840
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A survey by the Pentagon has found that 49% of the enlisted men in the Marines admit to having used marijuana at least once.

A report to the Senate Armed Services Committee said a six month survey showed that non-high school graduates and Marines under the age of 21 were the most prominent drug users.

HOUSTON PRICE WAR

I'm sure most of us can remember the good old days of the gasoline price wars. You know the days when regular was only 24.9¢. Unfortunately the price war that is currently being waged in Houston is not gasoline. To the glee of many, it is in mixed drinks! The super bar powers in Houston have once again so benevolently decided to see which bar can hold out the longest and lowered well drink prices to a bare minimum. Be sure to check the bar ads in the Nuntius for the best drink buys in town!

A trucker delivers a Dutch music box and initiates the action of Hand in Hand's new feature, BALLET DOWN THE HIGHWAY.

BALLET DOWN THE HIGHWAY, a Hand In Hand Film release, opens Wednesday, Jan. 28th, at the FRENCH QUARTER in Houston.

In another scene from BALLET DOWN THE HIGHWAY, ballet star Ivan Hogan (HANK van DIJK) relaxes after an exhausting performance in New York. The film was shot on location in New York, and producer-director Jack DeVass has assembled an international cast from Canada, Holland, Italy and the U.S.

REWARD

$5000 REWARD

FOR INFORMATION LEADING TO THE ARREST AND CONVICTION OF PERSON OR PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE BURNING OF THE OLD PLANTATION CLUB, DALLAS, JANUARY 17, 1976.

ALL INFORMATION WILL BE HELD IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE.

CONTACT:

Jerry Willman, Gen. Mgr.
Bayou Landing
2639 N. Pearl St.
Dallas, Texas
(214) 742-1369

Between the hours of 6 p.m. and 2 a.m.

DEPOSITORY

CLOSED

mon tues wed

26 27 28

TO CLEAN UP OUR ACT

GRAND reopening Thursday

FEATURING

NEW DANCE FLOOR

J'S BOUTIQUE

TV LOUNGE

FACINATING NEW LIGHTING

$2.00 COVER FREE BAR DRINKS &

CALL LIQUOR 1/2 PRICE

FRI & SAT

AFTER HOURS

FREE COFFEE DONUTS

SUNDAY

BUFFET BEER BUST

75¢ COVER BAR DRINKS
Humble

B-129 San Antonio young British male bi minded looking for bi-male couples for 3 ways. I have 11 1/2" and was a pro hustler in Engleman for 7 years. Can go with male if approved of. Also can go with wife of voyeur husband for his delight. I'm pre in all respects and discreet. I'm 6'2", brown hair, blue eyes 150, also can handle a bit of rough at once if it is pleased. Photo and phone a must. San Antonio area only, write soon.

B-175 Houston, white male, 35, wants to meet bi sexual couple for three way sex parties. Also photo and information to share. Aquarius, 27, male bi minded looking for bi-sexual couple. Name address, phone and photo are required. Will answer all.

B-188 Evilens, young w/m, wishes to meet gay man 25-35 Dw area who likes having a good time. I am a loving person and will dedicate my life to the right man. No s/m or fems. Send photo if possible.

B-191 Dallas young versatile stud 22, 6', 160, good looking enjoys all aspects of sex. Will do anything for your wants and needs. Will answer only 18-29.

B-173 Houston, wanted white male, 22-29, fairly good looking, 5'8", m/l, medium hung. Good personality. Possible love. To share apt in F. Houston area. Please send photo, address, and phone.

B-176 Houston, life, reaching out for a star that burns with amazement and wonder. Shine on and the glare may follow your desires. Latin is my only possession to share. Aquarius, 27, male bi sexual, 23, 5'7", 115, wish to meet other bi/male for excellent ин- door sessions. Explicit photo brings same day reply.

B-179 Houston, couple of dudes, new to area want to meet local guys for fun and friends. No s/m or fems. Send photo if possible.

B-181 Houston w/m, 21, 5'11", 137, slim, well built, good looking and hung. Looking for strictly masculine male for some afternoon fun and hot sex. Definitely preference for white males with mustache and/or beard, and hairy bodys. Must be cool. No s/m, b/d, ff. Freaks ok. Send photo if possible and phone. Very anxious for answer, so we can get right to work, or play.

B-186 Houston, Young widower with young son looking for a mature, wealthy, generous man that can help us enjoy life more. We would love to be able to travel on weekends, etc. but because of financing have to work at a second job rather than have fun. I am sincere, horny and true. I am completely discreet and willing to meet professional and/or married man that enjoys a good time but have to do it very discreetly.

B-187 Arlington, boyishly handsome but having occasional blast discovering convincing femininity. Are there appreciative ladies, couples, TV's? Expecting exsacting friendship for hilarious, discrete but not your basic social outings! Dominant women of course DFW传输. Caucasian male, 36, blonde, blue eyes, 5'10", 155, good teeth, healthy coat.

B-121 - Dallas - bi sexual, 23, baby blue eyes, 5'10", blonde, would like to meet males who have class but love sex. They must be sincere, sex can be beautiful. Name address, phone and photo if possible.

B-145 - Houston - Mature middle aged white male desires young white male for companionship. I travel frequently on business am looking for the right congenial person to accompany me. Must be free to travel and enjoy the finer aspects of life. No heavy doper's, need reply. All serious inquiries will be answered.

B-190 Houston young looking w/m, 28, 5'7", 115, wishes to meet other w/m 18-21 will consider gay and Greek active/passive. I like going to concerts, discos, movies and television. Send photo and phone. No s/m, will answer all.

B-154 - Waco - If you're about 25-35, w/m, with strong build and strong mind, believe that physical and intellectual attraction combined make things happen, then you must meet bright, w/m, 30's, 5'8", blue eyes, brown hair, really hung. I'm "together" and want to hear from warm, masculine individuals who require such qualities in their partner. New to South Central area; sometimes visit Houston and Dallas. Letter after should be detailed and realistic with recent photo.

B-184 Arlington, w/m, 26, 5'9", 140, brown hair, blue eyes wishes to meet other w/m in the DFW MID CITIES AREA FOR FRIENDSHIP AND/or LOVE. Prefer 25-29 with good body. Enjoy active, passive French, Greek, Prefer straight appearing/acting guys. Enclose photo if possible. No drugs, s/m or fem. I like just clean cut people.

---

Place Your Own Ad Free Using The Form !!!

All "Personal Ads" in the GM/FS are listed free of charge. No FREE ad is printed with telephone number or address. All ads are coded by number and run until further notice from the advertiser or until three complaints of not answering replies are received.

Here's my ad with (without photos). Please print my ad and forward me a free copy of the issue of the Gay Male/Female Swingers (GM/FS) in which my ad appears.

1. I, the undersigned, hereby represent that I am not a minor, and that the photo(s) (if photo is included) is an actual photograph of myself and that all data included in my ad is true and correct. Consent is hereby given for the GM/FS or any other publication as the GM/FS may see fit, or to use for the promotion thereof. It is also understood that the GM/FS may edit or rewrite my ad to meet with publication policy.

2. I understand that all replies to ads will be forwarded at the rate of $1 per reply.

3. I have read the above and fully understand that the ad and photo supplied are in full compliance with above.

SIGNED:

This information is for our files and will not be published.

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

Area Code: Phone Number:

Mail to: Nuntius

4615 Mt Vernon

Houston, Texas 77006

---

Classified

Answer a Confidential Ad

Address an envelope to us at the address shown below; inside, place an unaddressed BLANK envelope with the CODE NUMBER on the top right-hand side of the envelope (which should be sealed) and enclose a 10¢ stamp and $1 for each letter you wish forwarded.

Mail to: Nuntius

4615 Mt Vernon

Houston, Texas 77006

---

B-180 Dickinson, young good looking couple, male bi, looking for tall, slim, good looking bi sexual male for the guy or maybe for us both. We're 24, students, clean and looking for a meaningful relationship. Will consider another couple for a foursome. Nothing "real far out" but we're sincere. Gay is interested in learning the bi scene. Like rock music, art, photography, psychology, and lots of sex. Gay 6'3", blond, sexy. Girl 5'6"-5'7", chestnut brown hair pretty. Looking for fun love and sex. Write us. Please include photo. Dade, chie, or couple.
B-169 - Midland - W/m, 31, 5'10", 125, good body and good in bed. Like it all and want someone 25-35 who likes the same.

B-174 Houston, w/m, business exec, 39, 6'3", blonde, wishes to share luxurious home. Somewhere there must be a compatible individual who has it together or a student who is working towards it. Absolute requirements are a certain amount of class and a willingness to contribute to the arrangements both his efforts and financially according to present abilities. There must be a compatible individual who has it together or a student who is working towards it. Absolute requirements are a certain amount of class and a willingness to contribute to the arrangements both his efforts and financially according to present abilities. My preference is toward small, smooth, thin persons, especially Latins and Orientals who are neat personally and in the home but all considered on his own merit. Please, no opportunist. I have my PhD in being hustled and would smell this out before you got started. An unusual opportunity for a sincere and serious person desiring a lifestyle and relationship not too readily available. Phone please.

G-114 - Houston - Bi sexual girl 26, 106, 5'1", sweet, and soft, would like to meet clean attractive, young ladies to party alone without any trouble from my very understanding spouse. Let's get together real soon. I'm particular, if you feel the same let's. No men.

B-175 Houston, bi guy would like to meet other bi or gay dudes to be down with. I am 23, black, 6'1", 220, very well hung. If a hairy body is your thing, then you are reading the right ad. Also interested in pen pals and just friends. Send photo, if can and a detailed letter stating likes and dislikes. I am interested in teaching a bi dude how to get down. No fats, fems, tv's, s/m, or heavy matches. No s/m.

G-166 - Dallas - Help wanted immediately DFW area. I'm lost in a storm in need of an 'unforgettable' bath girl for female only Forwarding fee refunded.

B-176 Houston, wild and dirty sex wanted. Houston area white male, 36, brown hair and eyes, 5'11", 165, wants super hung ultra masculine man 35 or under for hot, wild, wet times. Must be good looking and into all scenes. No fats or fems. I like cowboys, cops, cyclists, truckers, etc. Not a must for profession. I'm into all scenes - light s/m, water sports, some scat, ff, and leather. Like it give and take with no hang-ups. Bi and married men ok. Travelers welcome. Discretion always. Photo a must, address and phone with frank letter.

B-196 Lufkin attractive white male 5'11", 180, 24 will be visiting your area from Jan 25th to Feb 7th. You may reach me through Feb 7th by writing. I'm interested in meeting singles or couples for just friends or more. Hurry, B-195 Houston two w/m, 27/19, bothGreek active want to meet Greek passive guys between 18-23 Prefer smooth bodies and well hung. Please answer and phone. B-194 Houston w/m, 40, 6'4"/210, muscular, slender, masc, desires heavy hung circumcised man 20-25, must be active/passive French Greek, no facial hair, straight appearing any race. B-195 Houston, are you a w/m, 28-32, 5'10" - 62" and have a mustache or beard, French passive and into J.O; if so, a w/m, 21, 5'9", 120, brown hair, green eyes and ideally end would like to invite you over for a beer, a smoke and sex. Casual encounters only no long term stands. Send brief letter with address and/or phone number and photo.

ALL MALE MOVIES

Franch Quarter

ALL MALE CINEMA

FOR THE DISCRIMINATE GAY MALE

LOUNGING AREA

CONCESSION AREA

PLAY ROOM

Wednesday Night Buddy Night

2/$6.00

NOW SHOWING

CHARLIE'S PARTY

FANTASY CLUB

Movies change every Wednesday

Youth Fare 18 to 21 $2.00 off

Louisiana at Elgin  •  528-9485

Houston's Only Gay Owned and Operated Theater